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To Watch
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Commentators: Michael Cole, The Miz

This is the debut of a new show because seven and a half hours of free TV
a week wasn’t enough apparently. The main event tonight is Punk vs.
Sheamus in a champion vs. champion match which could main event a PPV,
but instead we’re getting it on Ion Television at 8pm on a Wednesday
night because that’s how WWE works. Let’s get to it.

The opening video is just about the exact same thing any opening video
is. The theme song sounds like something from Shinedown.

Miz and Cole are in the ring to open things up. Cole talks about the
champion vs. champion match which is just thrown together and there’s no
reason for them to fight other than they’re champions. They talk about
Punk a bit and here’s a video on Punk, likely from his DVD. There are
some clips from what looks like IWA-Mid South. This is definitely from
the DVD as it talks about his beginnings. We get some OVW and ECW clips
as well. We move on to Punk rising up the WWE ladder and I don’t get why
we’re seeing this. If this was some big major show it would be one thing,
but this is on ION Television, not NBC.

Punk is in the back warming up when Striker has a question for him. He’s
going to win tonight and maybe that’ll be enough for him to get some
respect.
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Sheamus makes fun of Punk for wanting respect and is going to give that
to Punk by kicking him in the face.

Here’s a video on Sheamus so he doesn’t get jealous.

Sheamus vs. CM Punk

Non-title of course. We get big-match intros at least. Punk grabs a
headlock and shouts spots in Sheamus’ ear as is his custom. Sheamus puts
on one of his own as it looks like we’re in for a long match. Punk takes
him to the corner but Sheamus kicks Punk away. The Smackdown Champion
(Sheamus) pulls himself to the top but gets shoved to the floor as we
take a break.

Back with Sheamus guillotining Punk on the top rope and stomping away in
the corner, only to get pulled face first into the middle buckle. Punk
drops a knee for no cover. That spot between Sheamus’ eyes seems to be
bleeding. Punk goes after the shoulder and hits a neckbreaker for two.
Sheamus gets back up and starts speeding things up with a high knee
followed by a powerslam for two.

Sheamus sets for the ten forearms in the ropes but Punk blocks the first
one and hits a high kick for two as we take another break. Back with
Sheamus holding his arm on the floor. The arm seems to be fine though as
he snaps off a forearm and hits a slingshot shoulder for two. Sheamus
loads up the Brogue Kick but Punk hides in the corner. The buckle pad is
pulled off as Punk is pulled out and there are the ten forearms to the
chest.

White Noise gets two and the fans are getting into this. Heyman seems to
be praying or muttering to himself at ringside. Sheamus loads up the
Cloverleaf but Punk punches his way out of it. There’s a running knee in
the corner followed by the Savage Elbow for two. The GTS is countered and
Sheaamus gets the Cloverleaf on in the middle of the ring.



Punk manages to get to a rope and Heyman is panicking even more. They
both come out of the corner and Punk charges into the Irish Curse.
Sheamus charges again but Punk drop toeholds him into the exposed buckle
and rolls Sheamus up with the tights for the pin at 12:18 shown of
approximately 18:18.

Rating: B. Good match here and the fact that there was as close to a
clean pin as there was is amazing. Sheamus hadn’t lost a singles match
since like July but at least it was to another main event guy. For a
first match on a new show this was excellent and it was a very good match
all around anyway.

Post match Sheamus says he gets why Punk doesn’t get respect. He promises
a Brogue Kick for Punk in the future.

Miz and Cole talk for a good while.

After a break, Punk and Heyman are incensed at being accused of winning
through means not entirely on the level. Heyman wants to know what Punk
has to do to earn Josh’s respect and Josh of course says it’s to go
inside the Cell with Cena.

The main event for next week is Show vs. Orton so Show says that it’ll be
Orton’s last appearance on this show next week.

Tag Team Tournament First Round: Santino Marella/Zack Ryder vs. Tyson
Kidd/Justin Gabriel

Santino and Gabriel get things going with Gabriel grabbing a quick
headlock. The winners of this get the Rhodes Scholars. Gabriel tries a
leg sweep but Santino jumps over it and tries one of his own in slow
motion. Off to Ryder and Kidd which goes nowhere so it’s back to Gabriel
who double teams with his Canadian buddy. A kick to the face gets two on
Ryder and it’s back to Kidd. Kidd and Gabriel work very well together.



Kidd launches Ryder over his head and into a kick from Gabriel for two.

Everything breaks down and Santino has issues getting thrown to the
floor. Kidd gets a spinning rollup for two but charges into the knees in
the corner. Tyson crawls into the corner and looks painfully obvious
doing it for the Broski Boot. Ryder hits a good looking flip dive to take
Gabriel out and the Cobra advances Santino and Ryder at 4:03.

Rating: C. Gabriel and Kidd looked like a polished team here while
Santino and Ryder looked like a pair of comedy guys who got thrown
together into a tag team because the fans love both of them. It wasn’t a
bad match or anything but it’s really just kind of there, which is the
problem with most tournament matches you’ll ever see.

Overall Rating: B-. this is an interesting show for a number of reasons.
First of all, this felt like it was booked in reverse. Isn’t the idea of
the main event match on the Main Event show to be THE main event? As in
the match that goes on last? Once you watched that match, are most people
really going to stick around for a face vs. face tag match? I’d be
surprised if they did.

Second, this show really doesn’t need to exist. This easily could have
been Superstars put on Wednesday instead of a brand new show. Then again
people are probably going to think it’s just something they threw
together instead of making a new idea, which is understandable all
around.

Finally, I likely won’t be watching this on a regular basis. It’s a
perfectly acceptable hour of TV and had a good match, but does anyone
really believe this is going to be what the show looks like at the end of
the year? WWE will get bored with it and they’ll turn it into Superstars
II, which is fine, but don’t expect people to care about it. In short,
this show makes eight and a half hours of WWE programming a week, and I
was perfectly fine having seven and a half.



Results

CM Punk b. Sheamus – Rollup after a drop toehold into an exposed
turnbuckle

Santino Marella/Zack Ryder b. Tyson Kidd/Justin Gabriel – Cobra to Kidd

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews


